Basic Specifications

Steel Pipe Squeezer – PS-62B
- Closes ¾” – 2” Steel Pipe, Most Sch 40*
- Capacity – 18 Tons
- Dimensions: 7” x 28 1/2” Shipping Weight: 29 Lbs
- Single Hydraulic Ram to ensure even pressure while squeezing the steel pipe closed.
- Heat-treated Rounded Steel Blade's Path is precisely limited, resulting in a .125" Jaw Gap Stop, thereby minimizing the risk of severing the Steel line.
- Upper Jaw & Ram assembly are self-retracted
- Internal Self-contained Hydraulic pump with unique Pressure Relief Bypass System does not allow any over-pumping activity.
- Steel Wire Centering Whiskers with centerline marks on the tool allow for ease of centering the Steel Pipe.

*Due to redesigned rounded jaws, the PS-62B may not be able to completely squeeze-off 2” schedule 40 wall pipe. Please use Regent Tools Model 5045T for heavy wall pipe.

REGENT TOOLS Steel Pipe Squeezer have, and are, providing Fast, Economical Protection in Emergencies, and tremendous savings when used in the routine maintenance & Emergency service functions of Utility Pipeline & Distribution Systems.

Regent Tools, Inc.